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SWISS MADE

ITALTILE COMMERCIAL - LAUFEN

Laufen, always two steps beyond the edge of world design,

has pushed back the frontiers of sanware design science and 

aesthetics once again, with possibly their most extra-sensory 

toilet yet. It’s the Cleanet Navia, and we can’t decide if it’s an 

example of artificial intelligence, or intelligent art.  



RIMLESS
      HYGIENE

• Full ceramic body, no plastic parts!

• Thermal cleaning system (70 degrees hot water)

• Descaling function

• Rimless, LCC

• Removable seat (for easy cleaning

• Self cleaning/pre-cleaning and replaceable nozzle

• Very similar design like a "normal" wallhung toilet

 (no UFO from the mars)

• Most hygiene product on the market

• Global aftersales

• Easy handling for end-consumer

All LAUFEN wallhung toilets are available as rimless toilets. No rim means 

no space for bacterias and germs to stick and to hide.

Beside that less cleaning effort/time is needed. Compared to competitors 

LAUFEN is having a proofed history of producing rimless toilets which are 

not facing any problems with over splashing. This due to extensive testing 

from external laboratories in Europe. Attention: EN norm is not giving clear 

standards for over splashing due to that it can be that toilets produced in 

Asia/Middle East with EN certificate can still over splash. Because of that in 

Switzerland and Germany consumer organization have done extensive 

testing to ensure zero over splashing. LAUFEN toilets have passed all 

these tests and still proof a very powerful flush.

Special suitable for public buildings, hospitals but also in 

private houses or hotels for more hygiene and efficiency

SHOWER TOILET

MAIN ADVANTAGES

RIMLESS

ITALTILE COMMERCIAL - LAUFEN

ART
INTELLIGENT

INTERGRATED 
DESCALING

SURFACE FINISH LCC
& RIMLESS

REMOVABLE SEAT 
& COVER

HYGENIC & EASILY REPLACEABLE
HEAD & COVER RING



LAUFEN CLEAN COAT
Double glazing for the perfect surface

ITALTILE COMMERCIAL - LAUFEN

Beside the fact that the glazing of LAUFEN products is much thicker than 

many other competitors we even offer LCC finishing, which includes 

another glazing over the standard glazing to ensure a extremely smooth 

surface and gives bacteries no chance to stick on the surface. Very often 

used in hospitals or public places.

We guarantee a full glazing of our products for all areas which can come 

in touch with water. Compared to competitor products we are also glazing 

the invisible part of the toilet siphon, the toilet bowl rim (if the toilet is a 

non-rimless WC) and also the overflow channel of the washbasins. This is 

an additional production step and due to that connected with additional 

costs. However we insist on doing this in order to ensure a long lifecycle 

for our products and guarante the higest standard of hygiene.

MAIN ADVANTAGES
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LAUFEN CLEAN COAT

STANDARD  VS  RIMLESS

CROSS SECTION


